To the Administrative Manager
Department of Education, cultural heritage and tourism
University of Macerata

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND TOURISM
UNIVERSITY OF MACERATA

I, the undersigned NANCY JUMWA YAA

In relation to the assignment of RESEARCHER FOR 1ST SECONDMENT IN MACERATA – ITALY IN THE PROJECT “TPAAE” FUNDED BY EU GRANT n.872718 (funds category “A” Top Up Allowance, pg. 8 Partnership Agreement)

DECLARE UNDER MY OWN RESPONSIBILITY

In accordance with art. 46 e 47 of D.P.R. 445/2000, aware of penal sanctions as foreseen in art. 76 of D.P.R. no. 445/2000, for falsehoods in false acts and false declarations.

- the non-existence of situations, even potential ones, of conflict of interest, in accordance with current regulations, with the University of Macerata;
- not to present other causes of incompatibility to carry out consultancy and/or collaboration services in the interest of the institution;
- to be fully aware of the clauses established by the Code of Conduct of State employees issued with D.P.R. no. 62 of 16 April 2013, and by the University’s Ethical Code of Conduct approved with d.r. no. 254 7 May 2012 (https://www.unimc.it/it/ateneo/normativa)

I, the undersigned, undertake, in the event of changes in my situation as indicated above, to inform Dr. Maurizio Renzi immediately (maurizio.renzi@unimc.it - +39 0733 258 5913)

I, the undersigned, declare to be informed, pursuant to and for the purposes of EU Reg. 2016/679 (GDPR) and current national legislation on the protection of personal data, that my personal data will be processed, also by IT tools, exclusively within the scope of the procedure for which this communication is made.

Signature of the declarant

F.to Nancy Jumwa Yaa

Macerata, 01.04.22

**************************************************************************************************************

CERTIFICATION OF THE VERIFICATION OF THE ABSENCE OF SITUATIONS, EVEN POTENTIAL ONES, OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Dr. Umberto Silvi, administrative manager of the department of Education, Cultural Heritage and Tourism

having regard to art. 53 of legislative decree. no. 165/2001, which provides that the conferral of each assignment is subject to the verification of the absence of situations, even potential ones, of conflict of interest;

having regard to the declaration presented by NANCY JUMWA YAA on 01/04/2022;

certifies

that, on the basis of the above statement, today’s date there are no current or potential situations of conflict of interest pursuant to art. 53, paragraph 14 of Legislative Decree no. 165/2001.

Macerata, 05/04/2022

Signature of the
Administrative Manager of the Department

F.to Umberto Silvi